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K Pumpkin chair by
Pierre Paulin, from

£1,320, ligne-roset.co.uk

pressed to create a crisper surface.
Wallace Sewell worked with US com-
pany Designtex on upholstery fabrics,
which have been used to striking effect
on a sofa, chair and bench by the Lon-
dondesignstudioAssemblyRoom.

Other designers are pushing
the boundaries of the
material, experimenting
with shape and texture
to create avant-garde
pieces. London-based
German designer Jule
Waibel makes pine
cone-inspiredConeseats
by pleating wool felt into
3D forms and setting the
shape with steam — a
technique traditionally
used for pleated skirts. The
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Mark
McCormick,
of designers
Novocastrian,
with a circular
mirror and
slate binate
table

cashmere, weaving together two tones
ofyarntocreateagradatedeffect.

Colour is also key to the work of
Wallace Sewell, a London-based design
studio established by Harriet Wallace-
Jones and Emma Sewell. The pair
are known for their lambswool and
Shetland-wool throws and cushions in
bright, geometric patterns. “Wool is my
favourite fibre,” says Sewell. “It has a
subtle lustre and is intrinsically strong,
allowing it to bounce back and recover
its shape.”

After weaving, Wallace Sewell’s fab-
rics go through a rigorous finishing
process, during which they are
“scoured”, or washed, to relax the fibres,
and then “milled”, which bursts the
fibres in the yarn helping them to inter-
twine. Finally, they are left soft or

London may be the centre of the
UK design industry, but
enterprising designers in the
north-east of England are
turning the region’s image
of faded industrial heritage
on its head.

Newcastle designer
David Irwin’s portable
M-Lamp is inspired by the
19th-century Geordie
lamp, invented by George
Stephenson and
traditionally used by
miners. Irwin’s lamp is
characterful yet
contemporary,
incorporating the latest
LED and battery
technology. Design
group Novocastrian’s
blackened steel Staiths
shelving unit is based
on the giant timber
lattice structure of the
same name that, until
the 1970s, loaded coal
on to ships on the river Tyne,
which runs through Newcastle.

Some designers from the
north decide to move to London
or split their operations between
two bases. “In terms of setting
up, manufacturing, office space,
grants, it’s so much easier up
north,” says Richy Almond of
Novocastrian, whose business
partner Mark McCormick is
based in Newcastle. “But the
challenge is finding a customer
base for any premium designed
item. You could work in the
north but you’ll still be selling
in London. That’s where the
money is.”

The Northern Design Festival,
held in October, partnered with
Riba to encourage architects and

developers in the north to work
with designers there. It is a move
welcomed by Elliot Brook,
co-founder of Newcastle design

retailer Deadgood. “There’s a
cheaper labour force here,” he
says. “There’s a glut of
graduates in all sectors.”

Brook recalls
the surge in arts
financing in the
region in the
2000s, with the

opening of the
Baltic Centre for

Contemporary Art and
Foster and Partners’
stainless steel-clad concert
venue, the Sage in

Gateshead. He also
points to the creative
community in the
Ouseburn Valley, the
old industrial part of
Newcastle. “[These
places] are well-
established now and all

the creatives and designer-
makers have some kind of
relationship with them.” But, he
warns, “we need more
investment for it to continue”.

So what about the “Northern
Powerhouse”, the chancellor
George Osborne’s proposal to
expand investment beyond
London? “I think they’re trying to
do a quick fix,” says Karen
Nairstone, director of the
festival. “[Investment] is very
much based around the Greater
Manchester area, which is very
different to the north-east,
Northumberland or Yorkshire.
There needs to be an
understanding of the different
elements of the north.”

Caroline Kamp

Northern design in the spotlight

structure of the folds and their soft foam
stuffing allow the stools to be flexible
whilestillholdingtheirshape.

Swiss textile company Création Bau-
mann also employs pleating and smock-
ing techniques to create origami-like

effects with its Eluis and Epiega
wool throws, while Naomi

Paul creates sculptural
pendant lights using
crocheted Shetland and
Aran wool stretched
over a copper frame. All
evidence, if it were

needed, that warmth can
alsobecool.

I Tronic throw
by Kvadrat/Raf
Simons, £533,
selfridges.com

K Jule Waibel
on one of her
Cone seats,
from £350,
julewaibel.com

B Sofa in fabric by Harriet Wallace-Jones
and Emma Sewell for Designtex, price on
request, assemblyroom.co.uk

I Simple Shade 03,
£1,606,
naomipaul.co.uk

K Ena chair,
£225,
heals.com

M-Lamp, by
David Irwin,
inspired by
the Geordie
mining lamp
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